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Fed Up: What to do with Leftovers? 

Context: This is one of the most familiar stories in the Bible, and it is 

included in all four of the Gospels.  Remember, repetition in the scripture is 

a way of “underlining” or emphasizing it.  If something is repeated, it must 

be important.   

Furthermore, it follows upon the rather gruesome beheading of John the 

Baptist, at the hands of Herod.  John the Baptizer was Jesus’ cousin, and it 

would not be unlikely that the two of them had they grown up in close 

association with one another.  John’s ministry was the “pre-quel” to Jesus’ 

own.  John baptized Jesus at the beginning of his public ministry.  

Having received the news of John’s death, Jesus was surely shaken, 

grieving, needing some time alone—to process this news, to pray, to reflect. 

[Read the scripture. Pray.] 

Think for a moment:  Can you recall a meal that you enjoyed that was 

particularly memorable?  What made it memorable?  Was it the cuisine? 

Maybe it was the scenic setting?  Perhaps it was shared with a particularly 

companionable group of people?  Or maybe it was a special occasion—a 

birthday, anniversary, or holiday?  What turns a simple meal into an event, 

something that people remember and talk about for years to come? 

As a new teacher on the Rosebud Sioux Indian reservation, Dennis Linn had 

just settled into his apartment.  He decided to risk something new: inviting 

guests for a meal.  So he invited eight of his student for dinner.  The most 

common meal on the reservation is soup, so he spent the morning boiling 

bones for stock.  Then he added a cupful of rice.  It seemed to disappear.  

The same thing happened when he added the entire box of rice.   

Not knowing that rice expands as it cooks, he went to four different 

neighbors and collected two more boxes of rice.  With three boxes of rice in 

the soup pot, he set it simmer and went to class. 

When he returned home later with the students, the rice met them at the 

front door! Inside his apartment it looked like a foot of snow had fallen!  



While some students stayed to help shovel rice, others headed out to invite 

their friends and families to help eat. Instead of eight students, he fed most 

of the reservation that night (dogs included)!  The meal made such an 

impression, and was such a bonding experience, that years later when he 

visited the most common question he heard was: “Dennis, you got any more 

rice soup?” (Dennis Linn, Sleeping with Bread) 

Jesus shared numerous meals with his disciples.  This one is memorable for 

several reasons. 

Given the news of John’s death, Jesus sought some solitude.  This occurs 

about two years into his ministry, when his popularity is near its peak.  The 

people are following him, and even on this day, they pursue him into a 

rather remote, deserted place.   

When Jesus sees the crowds, he is filled with compassion.  (I’d be filled with 

exhaustion and exasperation! But I’m not Jesus!) And so, Jesus conducts a 

healing service.  A long one.  We don’t know how long it went, if or when he 

transitioned from healing to teaching, but late in the day the disciples take it 

upon themselves to remind Jesus that day light savings time might have just 

kicked in! In any case, it’s getting late! Time for the good folks to head 

home, and time for the disciples to do the same.  If you listen closely, you 

can hear their stomachs beginning to growl! 

Somewhat less compassionate than Jesus, the disciples suggest that the 

crowds be dispersed and encouraged to grab a bite to eat on their way 

home! 

But Jesus’ response is rather unexpected. Jesus says to them: 

“You feed them!” 

Now if you were in the disciples’ sandals, you might wonder if you heard 

Jesus correctly!   

“You feed them!” 

There comes a time for every student driver to sit in the driver’s seat, 

behind the wheel and put the pedal to the metal.  There comes a time for 

every student to demonstrate what she has learned. The student teacher 

must teach. There comes a time when every intern must “live into the job”, 

and perform. The disciples have been “in training” for nearly two years.   

This is that moment for the disciples!   Let’s imagine what they might have 

been thinking: 

No nearby Costco—a Seven/Eleven would never have enough food for this 

crowd!  What can we do?   



What is Jesus thinking?? 

Us? Who, me??  We are supposed to feed them?  Sure, Jesus! (cynically) 

Now, the disciples can thank somebody’s mother or wife for packing a sack 

lunch.  (Only John’s gospel mentions it being shared by a boy in the crowd.) 

(Whip out the basket.)   

“Here Jesus—This is the sum total of the food drive: Five barley buns and 

two fish.”  

(Bread made of barley, versus wheat, indicates that this was the lunch of a 

poor person.  Only the rich ate bread made of wheat.) 

How woefully inadequate! How can one little sack lunch be sufficient to feed 

even the twelve disciples, let alone this humungous crowd that is gathered 

there?     

Unfortunately, the National Park Service was not available that day, to 

estimate the size of the crowd, but 5000 men, plus say conservatively 3000 

women and 2500 children, and you’ve got in the neighborhood of 10,000 

mouths to feed.  Any which way you calculate it, that is a whole lot of 

hungry people! 

The disciples give Jesus the sack lunch.  Jesus prays.  It would not be 

unusual for him to pray a typical Jewish blessing: “Blessed are you, Lord 

God, King of the Universe , who brings forth bread from the earth.” (This is a 

blessing for Matzoh from a Passover Haggadah.) 

Jesus blesses, breaks, and gives the food to his disciples in order that it be 

given to the people.   “They all ate and were satisfied…” (v.20)   No one is 

left out, and everyone is satisfied.  Full. Fed up, if you will. No room for 

another bite!  

 “…and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of broken pieces that were 

left over.” (v.20)   

More than enough.  Over-Abundance! 

What does one do with leftovers?? (Send home doggie bags?)  

We need to be reminded that most in that crowd were poor, they rarely had 

enough, let alone leftovers.  They lived close to the margins.   

During World War II, thousands of children were orphaned and placed in 

refugee camps where they received food and care.  But many of them had 

lost so much, they could not sleep at night.  They feared waking up to find 

themselves homeless and without food again.  Nothing seemed to reassure 

them.  Finally someone hit up on the idea of giving each child a piece of 



bread to hold at bedtime.  Holding their bread, these children could finally 

sleep in peace, reassured that they would have something to eat in the 

morning.  (Dennis Linn, Sleeping With Bread) 

Jesus fed real food to real people.  Just as God supplied manna and quail for 

the Israelites for forty years in the wilderness.  God cares about satisfying 

real physical hunger. 

You and I have leftovers.  We have a little extra. What do we do with it?  

I’m guessing you are thinking in terms of food or money. What about time? 

Do you have a little time to spare? There are some issues that will not be 

solved with food, or money, but require time.  Relationship.  (You’ll be 

hearing more about this, so stay tuned.) 

While it is natural for us to wonder how Jesus performed this miracle, but I 

think that misses two points. 

First, it is a miracle!    

Frederick Buechner wrote: “A miracle is when the whole is greater than the 

sum of its parts. A miracle is when one plus one equals a thousand.”  (Alphabet 

of Grace, by Frederick Buechner) 

And second, a rational explanation reduces a miracle to the common place. 

We need to make room for mystery, and to embrace—with awe and 

wonder—that which we cannot rationally explain. In other words, a miracle 

is a gift of grace.  (LMC) 

The point isn’t how Jesus does it, but why Jesus does it:  Compassion.  In 

Greek the word translated “compassion” here does not easily translate into 

English; it comes from deep within…we might call it “a gut feeling”.  In other 

words, from the core of his being, Jesus responds to the needs of the 

people. Love and compassion motivate Jesus. 

As Jesus’ disciples today, he says to us: “You feed them.” 

 

We are Jesus’ body—his hands, feet, and voice in the world today.  Jesus is 

counting on you and me to get the job done! 

Over and over in life we—as disciples, and like the disciples in this episode—

are confronted with immense human need.  We are faced with complex 

challenges.  We know we do not have the resources—even with all our 

knowledge and wealth—and by most standards the majority of “middle 

class” Americans are wealthy—our strength and our vision—we know we will 

fall short of satisfying the need. 



As in this story, what we have to offer in the face of overwhelming need is 

woefully inadequate. 

Perhaps you’ve heard the story of the boy walking on the beach.  The tide 

was going out, leaving countless starfish stranded on the sand.  As he 

walked along, the boy was tossing the starfish into the surf one at a time. 

 A man approached the boy and said to him: 

“What do you think you’re doing?  There are so many starfish, and you are 

just one person.  What you’re doing doesn’t matter, it won’t make a 

difference.” 

As he picked up another one and tossed it out into the surf, the boy replied: 

“ It makes a difference to that one!” 

 

Did you know that one third of the students in the Enumclaw School district 

qualify for the free or reduced lunch program? One-third.  That is a 

significant indicator of need right here in our community.  Yes, we support 

the local food banks, and host the Full Bellies, free dinner every Thursday 

night.  I don’t know about you, but I generally eat dinner 7 nights a week, 

not just one.  The need is great, right here, right now. 

Of course, we will continue to support all of these efforts. Stay tuned as 

there will be some new opportunities coming up with Faith In Action Sunday, 

and so on.  Also during Lent we support the One Great Hour of Sharing 

Offering which supports our denominations Hunger Fund, Disaster Relief, 

and Self-Development of People.  A percentage of this offering stays right 

here to address these needs locally.  This offering will be dedicated on Palm 

Sunday. 

What does it mean for us to follow in Jesus’ footsteps when faced with 

overwhelming need? 

We must have a heart of compassion, that is moved to take action. 

It means to do what we can—when I act alone, I can only do so much. When 

we take action together, we can make a bigger impact. 

It means to do what we can, with what we have at the time—be it little or 

much.  When we pool our resources, we can make a bigger impact. 

It means to do what we can, with what we have---and trust God to make it 

more than enough. 

Too often we have a mind-set of scarcity:  “I need to hold onto what little I 

have because I might not have enough.” 



The miracle of the loaves and fishes teaches this truth:  

If we share what little we have, we will always have enough to 

share!   (LMC) 

Little is much when given to the Lord, blessed and shared… 

To follow in Jesus’ footsteps we need to learn the “new” math: 

5 loaves + 2 fish + Jesus = more than enough!  

 

 

 

 

Matthew 14:13-21 
 
13 When Jesus heard what had happened, he withdrew by boat privately to a 

solitary place. Hearing of this, the crowds followed him on foot from the 

towns. 14 When Jesus landed and saw a large crowd, he had compassion on 

them and healed their sick. 

15 As evening approached, the disciples came to him and said, “This is a 

remote place, and it’s already getting late. Send the crowds away, so they 

can go to the villages and buy themselves some food.” 

16 Jesus replied, “They do not need to go away. You give them something to 

eat.” 

17 “We have here only five loaves of bread and two fish,” they answered. 

18 “Bring them here to me,” he said. 19 And he directed the people to sit 

down on the grass. Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to 

heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves. Then he gave them to the 

disciples, and the disciples gave them to the people. 20 They all ate and were 

satisfied, and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of broken pieces that 

were left over. 21 The number of those who ate was about five thousand 

men, besides women and children. 

 

 


